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Executive Summary
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It is a requirement under section 11(a) of the Electoral Act 2016 that “at any time
an election is held the Electoral Commission must submit a post-election report within 3 months of the date of the election to Parliament concerning the conduct of the
election including recommendations for change that may be considered for implementation before the next election”.
This Report provides an overview of the 2019 General Election following the
dissolution of Parliament on 12 July. The Speaker then issued the writ on 12 July
2019, to fill 19 vacant seats, on polling day 24 August 2019.
A number of technical improvements to the election processes were initiated
including enhanced recruiting and training systems for staff, improved and high
quality election materials, manuals and procedures, an expansive outreach campaign and the initiation of early voting.
7,508 voters were on the voter roll. 96% of these turned out to vote. 7167 votes
were cast on polling day leaving 341 as non-voters. Checks determined that
some voters were ill or deceased, or were either temporarily or permanently
overseas. The total number of non-voters therefore was listed at 147 to be issued
with letters asking for an explanation as to why they did not vote and potentially
face a court imposed fine.
845 proxy applications were processed. This is a significant increase from previous elections and produced a strain of the ability of the commission to process
them all in time for the election.
During the count an automatic recount was triggered in Meneng and Aiwo
under the new recount amendment. This was due to the difference between the
last winning candidate and the next placed candidate being less than 0.25%.
6 ballots from Ubenide slipped between two desks and were not subtracted
from the count causing a small error in the results being published. After being
found in the count center – the entire constituency was recounted and results
updated – no candidate placings were affected.
The total budget approved for the election was AUD $$152,548.
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Legal Framework
The regulatory framework for elections is formed by the Constitution of Nauru
(1968) and the following Acts, Regulations and rules:
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Electoral Act and Amendments
Electoral Act 2016
Electoral (Amendment) Act 2016 No.01
Electoral (Amendment) Act 2016 No.02
Electoral (Amendment) Act 2016 No.03
Electoral (Amendment) Act 2017
Electoral (Amendment) Act 2018
Electoral (Amendment) Act 2019 No.01
Electoral (Amendment) Act 2019 No.02
Regulations & Rules:
Electoral Regulations (Early Voting) 2019
Electoral Regulations (Mobile Polling Stations) 2016
Electoral Regulations (Proxy Voting) 2016
Electoral Regulations (Proxy Voting) 2019 (Amendment)
Electoral Regulations (Remote Witness) 2019
Electoral Regulations (Voters’ Verification) 2016
Election Petition Rules 2019
Acts Guiding Resignation Periods for Candidates:
Public Service Act 2016;
Public Service Act 2018 (Amendment) No.02
Nauru Police Force Act 1972 (no mention of resignation period);
Nauru Air Corporation Act 1995;
Nauru Rehabilitation Corporation Act 1997;
Nauru Utilities Corporation Act 2011;
Nauru Fisheries and Marine Resources Authority Act 1997;
Port Authority Act 2015;
RONPHOS Act 2005;
The Electoral (Amendment) Act 2019 No.02 revised the number of proxy votes
a voter could cast from 2 to 4 as set out in the Electoral (Amendment) Act 2019
No.01. Amendment one had previously revised the number of proxy votes a voter could cast from 5 to 2. The net result was allowable proxy votes a voter could
cast was 5 in 2016 but was now 4 in 2019.
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Other key legal changes for the 2019 elections were:
• the introduction of early voting;
• automatic recount if candidate will lose by 0.025;
• Candidates have 3 days to withdraw their nomination instead of 8;
• only 2 supporters for each candidate are gazetted;
• Under the PSA Act – unsuccessful candidates who have resigned to become
candidates are entitled to get their job back.
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Recommendations
The election revealed several areas where legal and operational changes could
be made, that would improve the electoral process in Nauru:
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1. Fixed election date after parliament dissolved upon completion of full term
Establishing a fixed date for the election - i.e. the 4th Saturday after dissolution
of parliament at the end of the 3 year term. An election could still be called
earlier if desired. Currently the floating date system means that a public
servant who plans to be a candidate is not sure of the date that they should
resign in order to qualify as a candidate. A floating date causes significant operational problems and weakens outreach and civic engagement planning.
2. Transfers
With 22% of citizens transferring before the election, it is clear that the constituencies are being over inflated by using the cultural criteria. Transfers also
provided significant amount of work to process. To ensure integrity in the
Nauru electoral system, voters need to be either limited in the time frame
that they can transfer or return to the previous Electoral Act of 1968 – active
until 2015, which only allowed transfers on the basis of residency and birth
district.
3. Proxy voters
The increase of proxy voters from one election to the next shows that the proxy
vote system needs to be analysed and other options for Nauruans overseas
need to be explored. One option is email voting as is used in Tasmania or portal
voting as is used in New Zealand. While the commission does not have a fixed
idea on how best to improve the system yet, it believes that now is the correct
time to begin looking for systems that would better serve Nauru.
4. Closing Proxy Voting applications earlier
The electoral commission was under great pressure to complete the processing of proxy applications. With the introduction of early voting, voters leaving
Nauru can readily vote before departure. However proxy applications must
be closed before early voting begins so that voters can vote early with proxy
votes too.
There is a long time line for proxy applications. It would be workable to close
proxy applications 7 days prior to polling day so that the Electoral Commission has the ability to finish processing proxy applications in time for polling
day and work with early voting timelines.
5. Simplifying Proxy Applications
The application and consent process could be simplified. Currently the system is:
• The voter asks another voter on Nauru to vote for them – be their proxy.
• The voter then completes an application form and seeks out a suitable and
rare witness to verify their identity.
• The application is then transmitted to the Electoral Commission.
• The Proxy must come in to the office and sign their consent.
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• The Electoral Commissioner then must approve the application and issue an
“Authorisation”.
• The proxy voter must return to the office and collect the authorization and
present it to the presiding officer on Polling Day.
With the sharp increase in proxy applications over the last two election
events, the traffic through the electoral office has increased to more than
1500 visits to the office for proxy applications alone.
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With the benefit of our computerized voter register that prints the proxy voter references on the roll, it is now largely automated and the collection of the
authorisation is unnecessary.
The step of consenting to the proxy should be removed. The Commissioner
can authorize the proxy and then the collection of the authorization can be
the consent.
6. Witness Requirements
Consideration should be given simplifying the witness process to make it not
so time-consuming and save sending staff overseas to collect proxies.
Under section 43(3)(a)(b),(c) a registration or transfer declaration must only
be witnessed by a Barrister, Solicitor, Pleader or Commissioner for Oaths or
other persons nominated by the Electoral Commissioner. This requirement
has also been added to proxy voting.
The requirement for a voter to seek out a person of this category is difficult,
when the witness who is simply affirming that the voter is indeed the voter,
especially when there is no similar need for this on the registration or transfer
forms.
A declaration could be added to the registration and transfer forms so that the
voter is declaring that they are the voter on the form and the information that
they are attesting is true and correct. Then the witness only needs to affirm that
the voter was the person who signed it. The witness can be downgraded to a
voter registered to vote or a pharmacist or policeman for example.
7. Early Voting
Early voting was a success and significantly helped voters to cast their vote.
The NEC should examine the possibility of opening up the provisions further
to allow greater numbers to use the service in the future.
8. Mobile Voting
Voters who supply a medical certificate should be able to be placed on a perpetual list so that they are automatically eligible to cast a mobile vote for each
election or by-election. Some voters have permanent disabilities so requiring
them to get a doctor’s certificate for each electoral event is a greater burden.
Conducting mobile polling before Polling Day will allow the NEC to ensure
that all voters needing this support are properly serviced.
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9. Candidate Resignations
Currently the requirements for resignations are in 10 acts and have uneven
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criteria and different requirements for candidates to resign. Incorporating the
3 month resignation clause for candidates into the Electoral Act and removing the sections out of the 10 other acts will clarify and simplify the requirements for all candidates.
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10. Updating the Electoral Act of 2016
Issuing a new act compiling all previous amendments and simplifying the
language where possible to clarify and increase understanding. Currently
there have been 7 amendments to the act and it is becoming difficult to navigate the act.
11. Electoral Commission – Length of Term
Currently the length of the term of appointment is 4 years. The next commission term of 4 years would means that these appointments will only be in
place for one election. This does not represent value from money in terms of
capacity development and experience. A term of 6 years is recommended so
that Commissioners conduct at least 2 elections.
Consideration could also be given to overlapping terms so that all three
Commissioners do not leave at the same time and the corporate memory will
be retained.
12. Election Official’s Initials on Ballot Paper
There are many rumours that the initials on the back of the ballot are ‘secret
codes’. While this is clearly wrong, replacing initials on the back of the ballots
with a special stamp would ease any concerns. In addition to this, removing
the clause to the invalidate ballots if they are not stamped would also help.
This provision can still be used to detect fraud by staff but not punish the voter if the stamp or initial is not on the back of the ballot due to mistake by the
issuing officer.
13. Additional Technical Improvements to the Act
Revise the timings for electoral events to ensure they do not happen on a
Sunday. Include a sworn statement on the candidate nomination form that
they meet the requirements.
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Timeline of Events
The Writ was issued on 12 July for an election to be held on 24 August. Under
the Electoral Act of 2016 and its amendments, the following dates then were
defined:
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Event

10

Writ issued
(not less than 4 weeks before election)

12 July

Publish voter roll in Gazette
(5 days after writ issued)

17 July

Close of voter roll
(5:00pm 21 days before election)

3 August

Candidate nominations - 1 week
(close 5:00pm E-day - 14)

10 August

All mobile polling stations published
(on nomination day)

10 August

Last withdrawal date for candidates
(72 hours after close of nomination period)

13 August

Candidate lists, polling locations and election date published

13 August

Ballot lottery held
(12:00pm 24 hours after last withdrawal date)

14 August

Early voting starts (12pm)

15 August

Mobile voting application close
(48hrs before 09:00am E-day)

22 August

Proxy voting applications close
(24hrs before polling)

23 August

Early voting closes (5pm)

23 August

Polling
(09:00 am to 6:00 pm)

24 August

Counting complete - results declared
(as soon as possible)

25 August

Recount requests allowed
(within 24 hrs after declaration)

26 August

Last day for Supreme Court petitions
(30 days after results published)

24 September

Opening of voter roll
(31 days after official results)

24 September
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Operational Timeline
The NEC used the following timeline to ensure each operational event required
to conduct the process happened within the timeframe:
Event

From

To

13 December

Finalise public information/voter education plans
and calendar

11 February

Finalise public outreach strategy & messages

11 February

Schedule for voter education & information
campaigns Developed

11 February

Operational plan finalised

11 February

Polling material ordered by

11 February

Finalise outreach materials

14 April

Seminars - community leaders

25 April

Polling material delivered on island

1 May

Launch of voter education and public information
campaigns

7 May

Legal revisions and regulations in place

10 May

Seminar - religious leaders

10 May

Workshop - media training

15 May

16 May

Appoint/update witness list overseas

26 May

By-Election

30 May

Community based organisations - update meeting

5 June

Candidate information seminar

6 June

Women candidate information seminar

8 June

Polling & counting manual, candidate handbook,
forms. Finalised

8 June

Secure storage facility established in NEC

11 June

Seminar - community Leaders

15 June

Finalise polling and counting training plans/
program

16 June

Media Briefing - updates

25 June

Launch of national billboard/poster campaign

25 June

Printed material designs completed - sent for
printing

26 June

Confirm ballot lottery location (@NEC)

6 July

Door to Door Campaign

25 June

2019 PARLIAMENTARY ELECTION

Polling material specified

6 July

Count staff food tender launched

9 July

Meeting/training with police for briefing of duties
& ops plan

16 July
11
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Event

From

Publish voter roll in gazette (5 days after writ
issued)

17 July

Polling staff food tender launched

18 July

Radio call in show

19 July

Finalise count center layout plan

25 July

Media briefing - updates

25 July

Contract vehicle rentals - driver hire

25 July

Establish focal point for institutions (mobile voting)
- provide info.

25 July

Advertisement for polling/counting staff (SMS,
Website)

27 July

21 July

Press conference - issuing of writ - election timetable

28 July

Sorting and packing of Polling Center materials

30 July

Packing/secure storage of contingency materials

30 July

Polling staff identified and hired

1 August

Polling staff training - group 1

2 August

3 August

Close of voter roll (5:00pm 21 days before election)
[Gazette]

3 August

Sale of the roll begins

4 August

Candidate Information Workshop

8 August

Confirm location for count and access (PoCs)

9 August

Confirm location for each polling center and access
(PoCs)

9 August

Prepare materials and poster templates for Ballot
lottery

9 August

Finalise movement plans/roster with police

9 August

Polling Staff Training - Group 2

9 August

Data Entry Training
Candidate nominations (close 5:00pm E-day - 14)

10 August
10 August

4 August

10 August

All mobile polling stations published [Gazette]

10 August

Early Voting Staff Training

12 August

Last withdrawal date for candidates (72 hrs after
application)

12

To

10 August

13 August

Ballot lottery (5:00pm 24 hours after last withdrawal
date)

14 August

Count staff training - contracts & payment
procedures finalised

14 August

Candidate list, polling locations & date published

14 August

Ballots & ballot posters printed (by 12pm for Early
Voting)

15 August

From

To

Ballot & Candidate Posters design finalised

15 August

Polling materials packed - during training

16 August

Polling staff training - contracts & payment
procedures finalised

16 August

15 August

Count staff training
Polling staff training - group 3

17 August
16 August 17 August
20 August

Confirm car/bus rentals

20 August

Observer briefing

21 August

Last mobile voting application date (48hrs before
09:00am E-day)

22 August

Polling material checked packed/stored ready

22 August

Update voter roll to list mobile voters

22 August

Press Conference - Ballot Lottery, Start of Early
Voting

23 August

Last proxy voting application date (24hrs before
09:00am E-Day)

23 August

4 August

Finalise polling materials kits/prepare for
distribution

23 August

Finalise voter roll to list proxy voters

23 August

Print voter roll - district & country roll (14 each)

23 August
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Establish count center networking and IT setup
(prepare Items)

Early Voting
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Event

15 August 23 August

Press Conference -Final Instructions

23 August

Finalise preparations of count center facility

24 August

Polling (09:00am to 18:00pm)

24 August

Counting complete results declared (as soon as
possible)

25 August

Recount requests allowed (within 24 hrs after
declaration)

26 August

Polling staff evaluations completed and compiled

30 August

Payment of polling & counting staff (bank transfer)

31 August

Send letters to non-voters (within 1 month after
elections)

21 September

Last day for Supreme Court petitions

24 September

Opening of voter roll (31 days after official results)

25 September
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Candidates
The candidate nomination period was from 4 to 10 August. 60 candidates were
nominated to stand, 5 women and 55 Men.
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According to the various acts (except for the police act which does not contain a
provision) candidates had to resign by three months before their nomination.

Female -Male

Candidate Age

Recommendation:
Only once the writ was issued did the required date for resignation became clear
and this led to much uncertainty and resignation up to 5 months before the
process and well before the issuing of the writ. Revisions to the Act to set a fixed
date for an election if parliament is dissolved after 3 years (but leaving ability to
call an early election), and compiling the resignation requirements in one act
would be helpful to clarify this date for candidates in the future.
Constituency
Aiwo
Anabar
Anetan
Boe
Buada
Meneng
Ubenide
Yaren
14

Total

Females

Males

Seats

8
6
8
5
7
9
12
5
60

0
0
0
0
0
1
2
2
5

8
6
8
5
7
8
10
3
55

2
2
2
2
2
3
4
2
19

Candidates per
vacancy
4
3
4
2.5
3.5
3
3
2.5
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Candidate Information Sessions
Three Candidate information sessions were held:
• 6 June 2019 – General Information Session
• 8 June 2019 – Women’s Information Session
• 8 August 2019 – General Information Session
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These sessions were for candidates to learn about the Election and their rights
and responsibilities as candidates. This included understanding campaigning
regulations, information about each constituency and explaining changes in the
regulatory framework.
An Election guide for candidates was produced and distributed as well. Over 80
people attended in total.
The sessions were announced by SMS, Facebook and the NEC website.
They provided important information and included new changes to the process.
The NEC will continue to work on ensuring that prospective candidates have all
the information that they need to become a candidate. This will include greater
emphasis on attending these sessions.
More Information on these sessions is provided in the Stakeholder Engagement
section of this report.
Candidate Workshop 6th
June – Menen Hotel
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Candidate Nomination
Candidates were asked to supply a photo for the Candidate Posters. The post
office was suggested to supply the photos. This system worked well and ensured
that the majority of photos were of the same size shape and background. The
few that did not use this system were adjusted by the graphic designer. This was
not ideal however, and the quality of those few suffered.
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No candidates withdrew during the withdrawal period which had been reduced
from 8 days to 72 hours.
The reduction in the withdrawal period gave the NEC significantly more time for
operational planning for the election and was an important technical improvement. It also allowed the candidates more time to campaign and voters time to
prepare their preferences.

Ballot draw
The draw for ballot position for the Election was held at 5pm on Wednesday, 14
August, 5:00pm 24 hours after last withdrawal date.
The initial order of candidates was by application hour and date. This was also
the order that the candidates then drew their position on the ballot paper.
The Electoral Commissioner explained that the candidate whose application for
nomination came in first would draw a number out of the basket first and so on.
The numbers drawn by each candidate or their representative determined their
position on the ballot paper. If candidates or their representative were not present, their number was drawn out by the Electoral Commissioner.
Voters checking
the results of the
ballot draw
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Ballots and Candidate Posters
Posters of all candidates were created to be posted in each polling booth. This
concept is now established and was well received by voters. The posters were
also posted on Facebook and the NEC website where they were viewed over
12,000 times.

2019 PARLIAMENTARY ELECTION
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The ballots had a complicated watermark to ensure it was difficult to reproduce.
Printing was carefully controlled by the Commissioner.
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Outreach
OUTREACH STRATEGY
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A comprehensive outreach strategy was developed and workshopped with community leaders, and community based organisations. Its development, and the
workshops around its development, sought to discuss the key reasons for having an outreach strategy, define the aims and plan how an outreach campaign
would target stakeholders. A key element required for a successful campaign is
transmission of the concept of collective and individual ownership of the electoral process by all Nauruan citizens.

OUTREACH ACTION PLAN
The strategy led to the creation of an action plan on outreach. This detailed the
types of messages, what media will be used, and how all stakeholders will be
drawn in to the electoral process. The plan listed the engagements that the NEC
will conduct in the lead up to the elections i.e. workshops, community events,
media management, as well as listing PSAs, SMS messaging, posters, billboards
TV and radio messaging.
The late knowledge of the election date made it difficult to launch the outreach
program with confidence. However the NEC managed to conduct the most comprehensive outreach program ever achieved for an election in Nauru.
The following activities and outreach programs were conducted
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Stakeholder engagement meetings
Media workshop
Media and GIO MoU
Door knocking program
Press conferences and scheduled information release
District outreach events
SMS blast program
Poster campaign
Billboard campaign
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NEC Branding and Outreach Materials Development
To ensure a coherent message for the 2019 elections, an NEC brand was developed which details the look of all NEC products, from internal policy documents
to outreach materials.
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All outreach and external relations material are in this agreed format and style.
The brand has been defined in a stand-alone document and will provide a record
for future electoral processes on Nauru to build on. The brand includes, fonts,
colours, a revised and standardised logos, forms, publications, and style across all
NEC output.
All materials have been developed with simple language where possible and
maximise the use of illustrations. Election forms have been simplified and fillable
fields added to make it clearer to read and reduce transcription errors.
A mascot has also been developed – a male and female frigate bird. The intention is to bring the mascot into the public consciousness as an instantly recognisable ‘democracy’ narrator. The frigate bird is the symbol of Nauru but has been
adapted to have a distinct personality and will represent the NEC.

Website Launch (7 May)
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The Nauru Electoral Commission launched its new website: www.election.com.nr.
The website has been one of the Commission’s goals since its establishment in
2016, a temporary website to cater for the limited need for overseas voters to
access forms had been used up until this point. After months of planning, the
website was developed to inform and educate the Nauruan public, covering a
wide range of electoral information.
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NEC Online Presence
Website
The revised website www.election.com.nr was launched on 7 May and provides a
complete reference guide for all information related to the NEC and Nauru’s electoral processes. In August (election month) the page had the following statistics:
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Facebook
A Facebook page to complement the website development was also launched.
This has been a very useful engagement tool. Since its launch it has attracted
1,173 followers. During the election month 5 August – 1 September the following engagements were achieved:

12K
Post reach
+127%

15K
Post engagements
+398%

359
New Page likes
+226%

21
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Media Workshop (14-15 May)
The Nauru Electoral Commission under the Nauru Electoral Support Program
held a Media Workshop on 15 and 16 May 2019.

Media Workshop
attendees

Workshop coordinator
Marek Mracka
13 journalists from Nauru Media Bureau and 2 journalists from the Governmental
Information Office attended.

Commissioner at
Media Workshop

Dep. Commissioner at
Media Workshop
The workshop provided a solid understanding of the election process, so that
journalists can keep the public adequately informed by delivering clear and understandable messages.

22

The workshop consisted of series of practical exercises though which participants were tasked to develop tools that would help them in the conduct of their
work around elections. It was facilitated by UNDP Consultant Mr. Marek Mracka.
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Media & GIO Coordination
In order to support the 30 May By-Election, the NEC and the media of Nauru
signed memorandums of Understandings (MoU), after discussions and agreement to formalise the level of support to be provided. These MoUs also shaped
the support for the general election on 24 August.
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This included the information that would be provided by the NEC in terms and
support from the media in terms of coverage and sharing of media products for
later use by the NEC. It also outlined how media can legally cover polling and
how the secrecy of the vote must be maintained in any coverage.
The Media bureau worked with the commission to hold 8 press conferences at
points in the process to help explain each element to stakeholders.
The NEC worked with the media to explain as much of the process, keep them
updated with facts, figures and details of events to maximise transparency.

Live coverage of polling from
the count center

Combined with the media workshop this resulted in a very high level of coverage
including live broadcasts during events and polling and counting with interviews with staff and voters live to air during polling and counting.
The GIO also supports the process through extensive write up of events in the
Nauru Bulletin and daily notices.
This included honest assessments of work that still remained to be accomplished
– including the discussion around women in politics.
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Stakeholder Engagements
First Outreach Workshop (26 April)
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The first workshop in support of the 2019 General Elections was held. 30 members of community based organisations (CBOs) attended. Information sharing
focused on providing an overview of the elections process and explain the messages that the NEC was going to using for its outreach campaign.

Religious Leaders Workshop (8 May)
The Nauru Electoral Commission conducted an information session with the
Nauru Church Leaders Community on Wednesday 8 May 2019. Emphasis was
placed on the importance of their role in circulating information and the outcome of the workshop to their church communities. The workshop ended with
a group activity, having each group presenting on key messages for the Nauru
community and youth.

Candidate Workshops (6 June and 8 August)

24

2 workshops for all candidates were held on Thursday 6 June at the Meneñ Hotel
and 8 August in the CRC. A general notice was sent out by SMS to all Nauruans
inviting them to attend. Both workshops were attended by 25 participants. There
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were several sitting MPs in attendance. The session covered new law changes
and requirements for candidacy.
The commissioner’s assessment of the sessions was generally positive, but with
concern for new candidates not in attendance at this session. “The session was
honest. There were a lot of issues that we didn’t anticipate for us to consider”.
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The strategy for maximizing candidate’s knowledge and understanding of their
rights and responsibility is to hold information events, ensure the website has all
forms and information on and produce high quality manuals and guides for all
prospective candidates to ensure they all have the same accurate information.

Women Candidate Workshop (8 June)
A female candidate workshop was held on Saturday 8 June at the CRC.
The workshop was jointly presented by Deputy Electoral Commissioner Corinne
Joram and consultant Sonia Palmieri was well-attended with numbers exceeding 25 lasted a full day. The Electoral Commissioner opened the workshop and
welcomed participants.
Agenda items for the session included discussions around opportunities and
challenges for women candidates, building self-confidence, balancing campaigning with family responsibilities, ensuring safety on the campaign trail and
leadership role models in Nauru.
Workshop materials included a “Women Can Lead” reflective journal for workshop participants to note down their own and other’s thoughts and ideas
throughout the workshop on questions such as: Why run as a candidate? Are you
prepared? What support can you rely on? What challenges are you facing? Can
you face the thought of being beaten? And, how does your family feel about you
running for office?
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Candidates identified barriers to contesting; excessive negative pressure from
family, males candidates and voters and, from other Nauruan women. Other
deterrents to contesting for women are the three month resignation rule and
transfer and registration costs. Many female candidates at the workshop believed
that in the face of a weak support network at the spousal, family and community
levels, the effort and sacrifice was too great.
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Second Community Leaders Information Session (27 June)
Thirteen community representatives from nine districts were in attendance;
Conducted by Deputy Electoral Commissioner Corinne Joram, this meeting was
part two of the original community-based organisations and leaders meeting
workshop held in late April. The operational plan emphasized repeat sessions
with community leaders to maximize their feeling of involvement.

Radio Talk Show on Leadership and Gender (28 June)
NECs Deputy Electoral Commissioner Corinne Joram and Executive Associate
Christine Reiyetsi with Nauru Radio FM105.1 presenter Rhona Bop and Nauru
Media’s Mwinen Kõ manager Dominic Appi on Thursday 28 June formed a discussion panel to respond to listener’s SMS questions.
This was the first public discussion on women and leadership and the questions
tended to support the theory that there were no barriers to entry for women
in the electoral process – showing that continued focus and structured discussions are crucial for Nauru. This is a summary from the Nauru Bulletin Issue 102019/194 (4 July 2019) which demonstrates the need for continued emphasis on
equality issues:
“Responses from the public to the question of leadership and gender were varied,
supporting women as political leaders to provide a balance of ideas and voices
from ‘both sides of the fence’, but feedback was mainly gender neutral, commenting that great leaders, regardless of gender, ensure stability to move the country
forward, provide good governance, offer guidance and mentorship and encourage positive morale, building motivation in the people.
The discussion moved to the ‘level playing field’ and ‘nature versus nurture’ arguments, with SMS messages from the public scholarship opportunities, thus putting the onus on individuals to accept personal responsibility for their life choices.
In addition, leaders achieve ‘excellence’ through natural-born talent and good
management, regardless of gender.
While NEC representatives expressed how important it is for a society to provide equal opportunities to both male and female leaders to take part in decision-making and engage in a public forum to express their unique points of view,
the ‘elephant in the room’ - the real and significant barriers women candidates
face in Nauru to entering political life - remained essentially unaddressed.”
26
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Door Knocking Exercise
House to house door-knocking started from 24 June to 6 July 2019 (a month and a
half before Election Day). The intention was to visit every household in Nauru (1,670).
Coverage was good although the NEC did note some staff required more monitoring
and a few houses were missed and this will be put in place in subsequent activities.

Door Knocking Campaign Preparations
2019 PARLIAMENTARY ELECTION

The door knocking campaign preparations were finalised and ran from the last
week of June and first week of July.
Training was held on Monday 17 June for 24 field staff in the Police Training
room. More field staff were invited but some did not arrive. Staff were given an
overview of all processes of the election and the voting system. Practical roll
exercises were also completed so that the staff were aware of how to record if a
voter had passed away or if there was an error on the roll etc. All field staff were
sworn in as required by the Act.
Staff were paired in teams and issued with equipment and the information
leaflets. During the process, staff returned to the office as needed to gather more
forms and to discuss any issues.

Results
The door knock program resulted in hundreds of corrections to the voter roll and
provided each household with information about the upcoming election.
Their job was to:
• Inform the public on all information relevant to the registration and elections.
• Handout factsheets on how to vote, proxy and mobile voting & transfers.
• Check voter roll status and provide forms for making changes if incorrect.
• Record questions being asked by citizens. This can be used for next outreach
exercises to see what gaps people have in their information around elections.
Some changes made to the roll in the door knocking exercise included:
• Name changes
• Recording deceased people
• Voters permanently residing overseas
• Family member names not found on the roll, which they’ll need to provide more information
A sample of questions asked by voters includes:
• Am I eligible to nominate more than two (2) candidates?
• Family member’s query on who casts votes for their families residing
overseas – can this information be shared with them?
• Short notice re business travel overseas on Polling Day – What can I do?
• Can a vote cast his/her own vote from overseas on Polling day and not
use a proxy?
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OUTREACH MATERIAL
The following materials were produced to support the outreach campaign:
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Material
Leaflet
Leaflet
Leaflet
Leaflet
Leaflet
Booklet
Booklet
Posters
Posters
Billboards

Quantity
3,000
3,000
3,000
3,000
3,000
150
100
10 / type
20 / type
4

Versions
1 - Voter Info – how to vote
2 - Voter Registration
3 - Electoral Offences
4 - Secret Vote / Valid & Invalid votes
5 - Nauru Electoral System
Candidate Guide
Election Guide
13 types A2
13 types A3
4 Types (4m x 3m)

Billboard Designs

Street Banners
4 were produced and put up over the streets of Nauru around the island:
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Posters
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Theme: Future

Theme: Personal power
to effect change

Theme: Integrity
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Theme: Women as leaders
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Theme: Disability is not a
barrier to the elections

Community developed messages:
NESP also worked with the NEC to hold community stakeholder events where
messages were developed by community leaders and then professionally rendered to encourage community ownership in the process: here are some community developed messages:
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Fact Sheets
These are distributed during events and in the door knocking campaign. They show
key messages simply and use graphics to explain more complicated concepts.
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• Voter registration information
• How to vote
• Electoral offences
• Electoral systems explained
• Secret voting
• How to cast a valid vote
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SMS Campaign
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SMS Were broadcast for every key event:
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Staff
168 Staff were hired including logistics support (3), Non-voter letter deliverers
(6), door Knock staff (24) and temporary office staff (2). This is in addition to polling and counting staff (133). Staff were predominantly female and more has to
be done to attract male staff applicants
Payment was made as lump sum only after successfully attending all training
sessions and completing their work.

A temporary staff recruitment manual was drafted which guides the hiring of staff.
Staff were recruited from an open call for applications with a firm cut-off date.
All applications were entered into a spreadsheet and sorted by various criteria including previous work and general work experience. This was followed by interviews with
set questions and then reciting of the oath and signing a code of conduct for all staff.
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Staff Recruitment

Position | Number
Count Official | 52
Female | 40
Male | 12
Election Official | 64
Female | 50
Male | 14
Presiding Officer | 17
Female | 12
Male | 5
Grand Total | 133

NEC staff with 15
Presiding Officers
At the conclusion of their work, a performance evaluation was completed by
polling staff. All staff were evaluated and the staff member was able to review
and make his/her own comments. This was done to provide feedback to staff
on their performance, and help identify staff who performed well, and met the
required competencies for future elections.
The election officials worked in the following positions for polling:
1. Issuing Officer; 2. Inking Officer; 3. Ballot Box Guard; 4. Queue Controller
Management of each polling station was by the Presiding Officer.
Polling staff being
deployed on Polling Day
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Polling Staff Training
The NEC wanted to strengthen training of temporary staff from past processes.
An intensive two day training for polling staff and a one day training for counting
staff was conducted. The polling staff training was split into three sessions over
three weeks to keep numbers about 30 for each group and training was conducted on Friday and Saturday. All staff were required to be present at training in
order to receive payment.

Deputy Commissioner
Corinne Joram explaining the role of the
issuing officer to staff
The trainings consisted of exercises and scenarios role playing as well as briefings
and questions and answer times. It also allowed the processes to be questions
and improved upon for the general election.

Training Activities:
The training ensured that all staff are hands-on with the process. Training was as
close to polling day as possible so that staff still remember the details of all the
steps to follow.

Training Method:
A participatory training method was used. This included practical exercises,
role-playing the process as it pertains to their roles, and question and answer
sessions for clarification.

Polling Training Modules
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1. Code of Conduct, Contract, Performance Evaluation
2. Timeline of Polling Events
3. Staff Roles
4. Polling Materials and Polling Station Setup
5. Polling
6. Polling Scenarios
7. Polling Station Closing
8. Packing Your Station Kit
9. Communication Plan
10. Final Overview and Open Q & A
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Counting Staff Training
Count training was conducted over one day and involved learning by doing after a short
theoretical run-through. About 50% of staff were new.
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Commissioner Joseph
Cain leading the oath of
office for staff

Check Valid/Invalid
• Only one of each number
• Nothing to identify voter
• Must be readable
• Ticks and crosses not valid
• Last number missing is ok

The borda count requires a very high degree of accuracy over many counts and this was
a key element in training. Above are samples of the training module for counting:
A final briefing was held at 4pm on Polling Day for all count staff to go over final points
and review procedures.
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Police (NPF) Support
The role of police in elections is critical. The Electoral Commissioner met with the
Police Commissioner on 22 May to confirm roles and responsibilities for both police and electoral staff and reconfirmed in a meeting between the NPF and NEC
on 14 August 2019. The following items were discussed and agreed:
Items

Key Outcomes

Decisions Made
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1. Police
polling day police duties
Police staff to be at NEC office at 7:00am
Duties on polling Police will assist NEC Commisday
sion and
escort Election
Officials to polling stations
2. Presiding Officers Presiding Offices take full
duties
responsibilities of the polling
station
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Police Officers only assist

3. Police
Officers
responsibilities

Polling opens 9am

Police to join the end of the queue at closing of poll
6pm

4. Police
Officers
polling station
duties

Polling close 6pm

Police officer to escort polling officials to counting
centre (parliament)

5. Candidate campaigning

200 metre no
campaigning zone

NEC maintenance staff to provide and mark area
surrounding polling stations
Police Officers to make sure all
campaigning materials are not within 200m during
polling 9am – 6pm

6. Notes on candidate line ups for
ballot

An offense if notes are seen given to voters within
the 200m zone or seen lying around the polling
station

7. Remuneration
for police Officers

Suggested by Police Commissioner payment not to
be on individual basis as in past elections as it causes
disagreements between officers

8. Officers required Security purposes

2 Officers per polling place (6)
6 Officer Counting venue (Parliament)
Mobile (1)
NEC Office (2)
Officer to escort E/Commissioner (1)
Early Voting (2)

9. Ballot draw

Secure NEC office during
ballot draw

Agreed
2 police officers be available

10. Briefing of
Police Officers

Scheduled

Briefing by NEC on offences and other duties that
Police Officers must attend during polling day
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Early Voting
Early voting is a new provision which allowed a voter who cannot attend the
polling place on polling day, to cast their vote on one of the eight days leading
up to polling day.
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Early voting regulations and procedures were completed, along with amendments in the Act allowing for early voting having been passed into law. An early
voting center was set up in the AIwo civic center. Police were posted at the site
and the room had 24 hour CCTV coverage.
Early voting was available to voters if they meet one of the following criteria. The voter:
• Is overseas on polling day;
• Has religious beliefs prevent them from voting on polling day;
• Is ill or infirm;
• Is approaching maternity;
• will be a patient in a hospital;
• Is unable to leave the work place during the hours of polling.

In the week before the election, 281 voters used early voting services.
Early Vote Applications - Criteria
Criteria
Working
Overseas
Religion
Ill or Infirm
Maternity
Hospital Patient
Total

#
135
121
20
3
1
1
281

%
48%
43%
7%
1%
0%
0%
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Recommendation:
Early voting was a complete success and significantly helped voters to vote. The
NEC will examine the possibility of opening up the provisions to allow greater
numbers to use the service in the future.
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Nauru rugby team
voting before heading
overseas

The first voter for
early voting

Early voting ballot
boxes being watched
over by the ballot
box guard
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Procurement: Election Materials
Election materials have been procured and delivered to Nauru. This includes
translucent ballot boxes and custom seals (previously they were wooden boxes and
padlocks). An amendment has been made in the Electoral Act to allow this. This
increased the transparency and therefore integrity of the process, while protecting voter’s right to secrecy.
High quality voter ink has been sent from Afghanistan at no cost thanks to the
generous donation of the IEC and UNDP Afghanistan.
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This is enough to complete one election in Nauru.
This ink is of the highest standard and has been rigorously tested. The ink
was used in both the By-Election and General Election and worked well.

Ballot boxes and seals were made especially for the NEC. The translucent ballot
boxes have the NEC logo screen-printed on the sides, and blue lids and yellow
seals to match the flag of Nauru.
They proved to be a very good confidence building measure and allowed observers to see that the boxes are empty, without being able to see the markings
on a ballot. They have 5 seals on top – the last is added after the close of polls to
prevent any more ballots from being put in.
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Observers
The NEC is entitled to invite any person, organisation or entity to be observers on
any election (Electoral Act, Art.33).
Once invited, observers completed an entity observation accreditation form organization and an individual observer accreditation form for each observer. They
also signed an observer code of conduct.
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Observers were accredited from the Pacific Island Forum, the Commonwealth
Secretariat and 5 diplomatic missions:
Entity
UK
NZFAT
US Embassy
Common
Wealth Sec.
PIF

Taiwan
Embassy
AUHC
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Hendrick Gappy
Joseph Teokotai
Noel Bugotu
Nicole
Joel Milton
Dean Wang

Designation
High Commissioner
High Commissioner
DO
2nd Secretary
Observer
Adviser & Head, Asia,Europe,Caribbean & Pacific Gov.
and Peace Dir.
Former chair of the Seychelles Electoral Commission
Observer
Observer
Observer
Observer
Ambassador

Angela Tierney
Samuel Myers

High Commissioner
3rd Secretary

David Ward
Nicci Simmonds
Claire Shirley
James Bjorkman
Andrew Covington
Albert Mariner
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Daniella Dageago, Mylisha
Cain with New Zealand
High Commissioner Nicci
Simmonds observing
elections
The Commission also accredited 15 Year 12 Observers from NSS. They were
briefed and completed questionnaires for all polling centers they visited. Two
students also attended the count training. They were very serious in their work
and provided genuine statistics to be compiled on the quality of polling. The
NEC intends to continue this initiative in future elections.

Student Observers Corrie
Bop, Malady Giouba, and
Myrose Dagan
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Polling Stations
14 stationary and 3 mobile polling stations were set up. Larger districts had 1
location but up to 3 issuing points in the station to reduce overcrowding:
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District
Aiwo
Anabar
Anetan
Anibare
Baiti
Boe
Buada
Denigomodu
Ewa
Ijuw
Meneng
Nibok
Uaboe
Yaren
Mobile Team 1
Mobile Team 2
Mobile Team 3
Contingency Staff

Voters Issuing Designated Polling Station
855
2 Centennial Hall
264
1 Open shelter next to Olsson’s residence
498
1 Anetan Infant School
193
1 Nauru Fish Market – NFMRA area
414
1 Old Petrol Station (Bedywo)
821
2 Boe Infant School
692
1 Church Hall
359
1 Nauru College
457
1 Kayser College Hall
167
1 Open area next to Susan Keitsito’s residence
1211
3 Meneg Infant School
518
1 Nibok Infant School
345
1 Open area beside Domaneab
673
1 Yaren Primary School
1 Hospital
1 Homes
1 Prison
1
22

Attention was paid during training on polling station setup to make sure voters
were queued properly, did not cross over each other as they flowed through the
stations, entered and exited through different doors, and passed the ballot box
directly as they left.
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200 Meter No Campaigning Exclusion Zone
Emphasis was placed in both briefings with police and in staff training on ensuring the 200m exclusion zone was maintained. Compliance was good and no
activity was found to be in breach of the zone.
No Campaigning signs
in a polling location

A campaign poster
covered up for polling
day
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Voters
The voter roll steadily increases each year with the introduction of auto registration in the 2016 electoral act. On average 250 new voters are added each year. As
a result the work mostly occurs with transfers, change of name and new citizens
being added.
The door knocking program helped to improve the accuracy of the voter roll and
on Polling Day the following numbers were on the roll.
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There were 1976 changes to the roll as a result of the door knock project along
with 475 additional pieces of information, such as dates of birth or voters living
overseas.
Constituency
Aiwo
Anabar
Anetan
Boe
Buada
Meneng
Ubenide
Yaren

Voters
859
602
958
849
701
1200
1664
675
7508

%
11%
8%
13%
11%
9%
16%
22%
9%

Voters By
Gender

Voters Per
Constituency

New Citizens
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Several meetings were held with the Department of Justice to try to access a
register of new citizens which is provided for in the Nauru Citizenship Act 2017.
Unfortunately no register was made available to the electoral commission so the
only way a new citizen could be registered was by approaching the office with
their citizenship paper work and advice of which District they should be registered. This process needs to be formalised so that the newest citizens can have
the benefit of auto registration.

Proxies
85
34
90
152
83
141
178
82
845

%
10%
4%
11%
18%
10%
17%
21%
10%

Voters
859
602
958
849
701
1200
1664
675
7508

%
11%
8%
13%
11%
9%
16%
22%
9%
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Constituency
Aiwo
Anabar
Anetan
Boe
Buada
Meneng
Ubenide
Yaren
Total
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Proxy Voters

Proxy
Applications

% Proxy
and Voters
Constituency

Recommendation:
Proxy vote numbers have risen significantly. They require much effort to process so
close to the election. The NEC should examine the possibility of replacing the system
with email voting if feasible and will look at ways to streamline the process and close
applications before early voting starts to ensure both processes align. In 2019, a voter
could not use early voting and proxy voting due to legally assigned timeframes.

NEC and 2 Chief secretary
staff processing proxy
applications the day before
polling
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Overseas Witness Program
The following were appointed to witness proxy applications overseas. The system needs review as it is expensive and some witnesses were complaining about
costs incurred in the conduct of the work. The NEC established and trialled a remote video witness regulation and procedure to help those in remote locations
– this was only needed a few times however.
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APPOINTED PROXY WITNESSES
AUSTRALIA

Screenshot of remote
witnessing for proxy
application

Brisbane

Mr. Andrew PITCHER

Melbourne

Ms. Rachel Akibwib

Melbourne

Mrs. Jarina Adam

Sydney

Mr. Cramer Cain

NEW ZEALAND
Auckland

Ms. Rebecca Amwano

Hamilton & Te Puke

Mr. Elkoga Gadabu

RMI

Mr. Russell Kun

TONGA

Ms. Maurika Vunipola

FSM

Mr. Gregory Ribauw

A/SAMOA

Mrs. Elizabeth Tufele

SOLOMON ISLANDS

Mrs. Sylvanna Deireragea

TUVALU

Mr. Kaz Cain

LAUTOKA, FIJI

Mr. Kaz Cain

NADI, FIJI

Mr. Kaz Cain

TARAWA

Rev. Roger Mwareow

Recommendation:
A proxy, registration, or transfer declaration must only be witnessed by a Barrister, Solicitor, Pleader or Commissioner for Oaths or other persons nominated by
the Electoral Commissioner.
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The requirement is difficult for voters -the witness who is simply confirming
that the voter is the voter - this is not needed on enrolment or transfer forms. A
declaration can be added to the enrolment and transfer forms to state that they
are the voter and the information that they are attesting is true and correct. Then
the witness only needs to affirm that the voter was the person who signed it. The
witness can be downgraded to a voter registered to vote.
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Transfers
In the 6 months prior to the close of roll there were 1889 transfers.
 1620 were paid transfers. Each transfer cost $150.
 269 were unpaid transfers from auto registrations since the last election.
 741 auto registrations since the last election.
 987 Females and 902 Males completed transfers.
It is estimated from the data that more than 2000 voters are not living in the District in which they reside. This ability to move to any District is a severe concern
to the integrity of the electoral roll and the ability for the roll to be manipulated.
Constituency
Aiwo
Anabar
Anetan
Boe
Buada
Meneng
Ubenide
Yaren

Moved IN
212
128
322
242
161
245
398
181
1889

Moved OUT
164
281
233
136
123
351
475
126
1889

Net Gain
48
-153
89
106
38
-106
-77
55

% Gain/Loss
5%
-25%
9%
12%
6%
-9%
-5%
8%

22% of the voter population transferred districts in 2019. Besides creating a large
amount of work to process these it also raises the question of whether the current constituencies really work for modern Nauru. MPs are elected to represent
a constituency yet is clear that many people do not feel that the candidate that
best represents them lives in their constituency.

% Gain/Loss
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Anetan

Anibare

Baiti

Boe

Buada

Denig

Ewa

Ijuw

Meneng

Nibok

Uaboe

Yaren

Aiwo

Anabar

Aiwo

New
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District
IN

10

19

5

15

26

20

10

9

10

43

9

13

23

212

Anabar

49

2

Anetan

185

12

Anibare

42

Baiti

92

6

13

17

7

Boe

242

34

17

5

6

19

Buada

161

25

9

7

2

11

Denig

141

16

27

16

13

Ewa

137

11

9

2

7

Ijuw

37

6

Meneng

245

25

13

22

14

Nibok

112

9

16

12

8

Uaboe

53

5

8

6

Yaren

181

13

9

7

Totals

6
10

17
3

3

1889 164 141 125

8

5

1

1

4

8

1

13

7

14

7

9

12

5

52

28

8

11

3

5

4

1

3

12

4

2

5

8

6

1

13

4

15

1

1

24

17

6

4
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37

9

18

13

16

2

27

24

8

10

9

8

12

2

7

31

11

17

7

8

3

1

2

31

18

21

7

1

11

13

9

5

4

17

2

4

3

5

15

24

20

21

15

6

17

6

1

11

1

24

7

4

2

6

2

14

6

17

11

12

3

54

10

15

87 103 136 123 117 108

21

53 351 177

14

1
78 126

Transfer Steps
Transfers are a several step process.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

First the voter completes the transfer form and it is witnessed by an authorised witness.
Then the electoral commission issues a payment slip.
The voter takes the voter slip to the revenue office and pays the fee of $150.
The Revenue office receives the payment and issues a receipt.
The receipt is then taken by the voter to the electoral commission.
The electoral commission matches the receipt to the transfer form and the
transfer is then actioned.
The transfer is gazetted the following week.

Transfers that are not receipted are not processed and voided after one month.

Recommendation:
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Transfers also provided significant amount of work to process. The NEC would
like to revisit the criteria required in order to transfer noting that the Electoral
Act of 1968 – active until 2015 only allowed transfers on the basis of residency or
birth. The NEC would also like to explore closing transfers earlier than currently
allowed.
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Temporary Voting Authorisations
As Nauru does not have systems for conditional ballots, under section 53(3) of
the Electoral Act of 2016, the Electoral Commissioner, is able to add people to
the list who have been left off by error or omission. To assist this process and
ensure accuracy, staff from BDM were present during polling at the NEC offices.
During polling 13 people petitioned the Electoral Commissioner to be allowed
to vote for reasons of being entitled to vote but were not on the voter roll.
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Yaren | 2
Denig | 4
Nibok | 4
Working with BDM to ensure the people were entitled to vote – the Commission- Meneng | 3
er issued a Temporary Voting Authorisation (TVA) allowing them to vote. These
authorisations were kept by the Commission and the errors have been fixed in
the roll.

Mobile Voting Applications
By the close of applications, 93 applications had been received for mobile voting
support for homes. The NEC believes that this is a very useful method of ensuring maximum enfranchisement for voters and will continue to improve outreach
around mobile voting to ensure that it is used more frequently by voters who
need assistance.
The numbers of applications received were more than expected and required
last minute revisions to operational planning to accommodate them. Conducting mobile polling before the Election Day will allow the NEC to ensure that all
voters needing this support are properly serviced.
The NEC would like to begin mobile polling two days in advance of future electoral process and use polling day for any last minute issues that may arise.

At Home | 93
Correction Center | 23
RON Hospital | 25
Total | 141

Recommendation:
Voters who supply a medical certificate should be able to be placed on a perpetual list so that they are automatically eligible for each election or by-election.
Some voters have permanent disabilities so requiring them to get a doctor’s
certificate for each electoral event is a greater burden
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Polling Day
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Polling day was peaceful and queues were acceptable, there were no complaints
about polling, and staff were well trained and responsive. The polling stations
were setup to ensure the best flow of voters.

One officer was hired to manage the inking of fingers. Ink is useful in preventing
multiple voting attempts and as an outreach tool showing those who voted and
encouraging those who haven’t.

Turnout
Constituency
Aiwo
Anabar
Anetan
Boe
Buada
Meneng
Ubenide
Yaren
50

Votes
823
561
924
816
680
1134
1582
647
7167

%
11%
8%
13%
11%
9%
16%
22%
9%
95.5%

Voters
859
602
958
849
701
1200
1664
675
7508

%
11%
8%
13%
11%
9%
16%
22%
9%

Non Voters
36
41
34
33
21
66
82
28
341

%
11%
12%
10%
10%
6%
19%
24%
8%
4.5%
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Voters and
Votes Cast

Non Voter Fines
Of the 341 voters on the roll who did not vote it was found that many were overseas, 1 had passed away and several were ill. This left 147 voters who were issued
with letters requesting an explanation as to why they did not vote. These will be
referred to the courts if the explanation is not sufficient.

Counting
Counting began at 6:30pm with the arrival of the ballot boxes.
Order of Count
1. Intake & Reconciliation (24)
(This is a check that the number of ballots in the box matches the number recorded as having been used)
i. Early Voting Ballot Boxes (8)
ii. Mobile Voting Ballot Boxes (3)
iii. Normal Ballot Boxes (15)
2. Sort ballots into constituencies (8) This is to preserve the secrecy of the voter
3. Determine Valid/Invalid ballots for each constituency (8)
(Invalid ballots, were recorded and stored in the ballot box)
4. Templating for Ubenide (1)
(This extra step helps to find invalid ballots in ballots with many candidates)
5. Data Entry trial for Meneng and Ubenide (2)
(This provided a quality check on the manual count)
6. Manual Count (8)
iv. Sorting the ballots to each candidate’s first preferences. Once the first
preferences are recorded, the second and so on are sorted and counted.
v. All results entered into two excel tables with staff unable to see the other data entry.
vi. If the results tally for each column and row the count is accurate. Audit
checks on the excel sheet indicate if a count is off or 100% accurate.
7. Automatic recount if margins were less than 0.25% (2)

Total non-voters | 147
Excused | 127
Administrative reasons | 24
Ill or infirm | 3
Overseas | 53
Deceased | 9
Exempted | 3
Mobile voter | 1
Voted Duplicated on voter list | 34
Paid fine | 3
Still undetermined | 17
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Data Entry
A system for data entry of the preferences recorded on each ballot paper was
developed to support the manual count process.
The Dowdall Borda system is very time consuming to count and the more candidates and ballot papers in the count means that the time required to count all
papers increases exponentially. Coupled with this, the larger the count the more
likely there are to be errors in the count that are eventually found and are time
consuming to resolve.
The data entry database does not calculate a result and is only used as a support to
the manual count. It simply adds up all the number ones for a candidate, then all the
number twos for a candidate and so on. By having these totals prior to the manual
count, the count supervisor can easily see if the count team have made an error.
During the development of the system it was noted that only the 2016 election
was missing the data entry support. Apparently many electoral events before
this one have used data entry support.

Process
Ballot papers are reconciled and invalid papers removed before the data entry
occurs. The data entry screen is designed so that the preferences can be entered
without the use of the enter key to move to the next field, which makes data entry
very fast. An average constituency can be completed on 2 computers within an hour.
A report is produced and the preferences on the ballot papers are then proof read
back against the report. To facilitate this the ballot papers are retrained in batches of
50 and the proof reading report printed after every 50 papers have been entered.
Proof reading also provides a level of assurance to observers and stake holders
that the data in the computer reflects the preferences on the ballot papers.
The data entry screen also has some visual prompts if the operator has repeated
a number to increase the accuracy of the data entry.
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It is possible for all constituencies to be data entered on a bank of 10 computers
before the manual count. This could be done on polling night with the manual
counters arriving the following morning. They would then complete the manual
count to confirm the results from the data entry.
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Operational Lessons Learned On Polling and Counting
Polling manuals were given specific colours to make it easier for Polling Officials
to identify the different manuals and purpose. These colours should be kept and
standardised for future elections.
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Training
Two day training was conducted for each group of polling staff. The total number
of training days was 6. Training was done in 3 groups of about 20-30 participants.
This number of participants in each group made the training more manageable.
Training could be done during the 3-year term instead of close to the elections.
Emphasis then could be made on the importance of being an Election Official
and help with civic education.
Temporary Staff Recruitment
Selection of officials was vastly improved from 2016. The system now developed
provided for a much more transparent selection process. This led to the hiring of
83 polling officials (4 reserve) 24 door to door staff and 6 Mobile officials. Selection of counters (40 counters and 6 data entry officers) was done at the same
time as was the hiring of 3 early voting officials.
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Several officials selected declined due to other commitments which made it
difficult to complete and finalize the list. However a list of officials has now been
accumulated and these trained and experienced staff can now be rostered and
recruited in future elections.
However there was an issue with a number of maintenance officers not being
issued a clear contract during pre-election preparations. In the future these officers need to be determined with a clear contract and job description.
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Only 3 office assistants were contracted for pre-election preparation. The increased number of transfers, proxy, early voting, registration, and mobile applications was not foreseen and this number should be increased in the future to
cope with these.

Presiding Officers
Presiding Officers took the initiative to have separate meetings with Election
Officers in their districts ahead of the election to go through tasks and determine
how to best set up the polling station. Presiding Officers took their responsibility
seriously and in one case refused an election official to work after they turned up
late (after polling had started).

Presiding Officer
checking the proxy
votes on polling day
with Election Official in
Uaboe
Poling Equipment
Equipment and quantities needed for each polling station is now known and
tested. This needs to be repeated and incorporated into the operational plan of
future elections.
Polling Day Reporting
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Adding total number of voters at 12pm, 3pm, and 6pm recording and reporting to frontline officer for NEC update and media announcement. Tally sheet be
prepared for issuing officer to keep track of number of voters during the day of
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polling. Presiding Officers failed to report to frontline the number of voters at the
time specified

Police Support
The use of police officers to address issues, having defined in advance the roles
of NPF Officers and election officials clearly resulted in a much improved coordination and process.

Election Day Operation Center
There was only one staff member available to support queries and record data
from the polling stations on polling day. In future elections at least three staff
need to be posted in the NEC office to assist with any issues.

Early Voting
Early voting eased the task of selecting officials as the officials could be stationed
in another district instead of in their district only. However election officials had
to be taken off the list as they were unable to cast their proxy votes when using
early voting. Some staff elected to vote so they could cast their proxies instead of
working. Make it a rule that Election Officials should not be allowed to consent to
proxies or should be advised of choice well before hand. Alternatively the early
voting and proxy systems should be better aligned.

Counting
Counting was completed in record time and with great accuracy. However 6 ballots were missing for the constituency of Ubenide in the count center. The results
sheets did not do a check on the vote totals and this can be done in the future.
Although they would not have helped in this case, rules can be strengthened for
counting officials and a Counter Guide on counting process and procedures and
rules for counting officials provided. Count Managers should be appointed and
circulate around the count tables in shifts.
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A police officer on duty
votes during a quiet
moment on polling day
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One counting official left the count center for an extended period of time and
on returning he was asked to leave, despite being told in advance. It was clear
that not all Counting Officials did not understand the rules. A sign in book will be
prepared for counters as well as the count guide.
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One counter had a seizure and was escorted to hospital. Counting is a physically
difficult and tiring task and medical reports should be available as part of selection process for counters.

Mobile Voting
Mobile voting applications exceeded planning numbers. Finding the voters was
difficult and some were unable to be helped. In the future applications should be
collected in advance and assessed by same officers who do mobile voting. This
way they know exactly where they are. Mobile voting should also take place a
few days before polling to make sure any problems can be fixed.

Non-Voters
Non-voter letter were prepared 3 days after the election ready for delivery. Employment of 4 other temporary workers to deliver letters is necessary to deliver
the letters. This work is to be completed in 5 days at a cost of $200 per person
and $50 petrol.
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Results
The Dowdall Borda Count system often produces very close results. This means
that there can be no margin of error in the manual count – which is very complex
and conducted continuously overnight after an election.
Recounts are automatic if the winning margin is 0.25% or less. In 2019 Meneng
and Aiwo required automatic recounts.
The table below shows how the first recount for Aiwo was required.
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Aiwo (8 Candidates)
Preferences
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

1

0.500

0.333

0.250

0.200

0.167

0.143

0.125

Value of Total
Valid votes
2196.028571

Valid Votes
808
Recount Margin
5.490
0.25%

value of one
vote
2.717857143

Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Points
368.115
331.426
327.783
296.382
252.630
212.686
211.136
195.870

Total Points in Pool

2196

Maximum individual total

808

36.8%

Minimum individual Total

101

4.6%

Margin
36.689
3.643
31.401
43.752
39.944
1.550
15.265

recount

recount
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Invalid Ballots
The more candidates the more invalid ballots are produced as it becomes difficult to number all squares correctly. The NEC produced key outreach messages
around voting correctly and comparisons with 2016 show that there were significantly less invalid votes even when compared against a reduced number of
candidates on each ballot:
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Constituency
Boe
Yaren
Anabar
Buada
Aiwo
Anetan
Meneng
Ubenide

Votes
816
647
561
680
823
924
1134
1582
7167

Invalid
5
5
8
7
15
15
13
62
130

%
0.6%
0.8%
1.4%
1.0%
1.8%
1.6%
1.1%
3.9%
1.8%

Invalid Ballots in 2016 were 2.5% - 2019 they were 1.8%:

Invalid Votes &
Candidates 2019

Invalid Votes &
Candidates 2016
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Valid
811
642
553
673
808
909
1121
1520
7037

% Candidates
99.4%
5
99.2%
5
98.6%
6
99.0%
7
98.2%
8
98.4%
8
98.9%
9
96.1%
12
98.2%
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Results:

Aiwo
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Results:

Anabar
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Results:

Anetan
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Results:

Boe
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Results:

Buada
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Results:

Meneng
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Results:

Ubenide
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Results:

Yaren
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Appendix 1: Budget
2019 Election Budget
$152,548
NPP 2018-19 Pre-Election approved budget
$40,180
NPP 2019-20 General-Post Election approved budget $112,368
Balance
$6,591

Temporary Staff
Election Officials (Presiding, Polling, Counters)
Media Officials (Nauru Media)
Staff Officials (Maintenance, GIO, BDM, Drivers)
Appointed witness Program (Travel, Per Diem, Allowance)
Land Payment (Polling Places)
Temp Staff (Issuing Non-Voter letters)
Catering Services
Early Voting - Staff
Election Day – Polling staff, police officials
Counting Officials Meals
Top-up & Text Blast(Officials) Digicel
Presiding Officials Top-up (Election Day)
Text blast VIP unlimited 18 texts 3 month
Supplies/Procurement
Ballot Boxes/Seals
OKI Printer
Marquee (Flags & Canopies)
Election Supplies Order
Camera Canon EOS 80D
Absolute Apparell-Vest Printing Embroidery
Commission Pin Official Badge
Material for EC banners (Timber, Ropes)
Petrol
Transport Fuel
Car Rentals
Awesome Rentals
Nauru Electoral Support Project-UNDP contributions
(Support provided outside government budget)

$145,957
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2019 Election Expenditure

$84,586
$44,150
$5,000
$9,775
$23,911
$750
$1,000
$9,699
$2,990
$5,554
$1,155
$1,170
$170
$1,000
$50,062
$7,488
$17,950
$14,664
$4,891
$1,359
$1,995
$495
$1,220
$280
$280
$160
$160
$63,786
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Appendix 2: Ubenide Recount
A discrepancy of six votes between the total votes, valid votes, and invalid votes was
noted by the public following the release of results of the Ubenide constituency.
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The NEC had also realized this discrepancy and was in the process of investigating this by reviewing the intake documentation of ballot papers from the seven
ballot boxes that serviced Ubenide, when these six ballot papers were found.
This intake was complicated given the number of ballots and initial thinking was
a misreporting of ballots brought in from the polling stations.
These ballot boxes are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Uaboe,
Baiti,
Nibok,
Denigomodu,
Early Vote Ubenide,
Mobile team 1 (Hospitals),
Mobile team 2 (houses) and
Mobile Team 3 (Prison).

At 12:30pm on 26 August, the Nauru Electoral Commission (NEC) was notified by the
Clerk of the Parliament that six ballot papers were found in the parliament chamber.
The statements of the clerk and staff member who found the ballots were taken.
These ballot papers were found caught between two of the desks used to make
the “U” shape parliament members table. These ballot papers were not found
during the count because the desks were screwed together and could not be
moved apart. They were found today by parliamentary staff members when they
unscrewed the desks to prepare the chamber for tomorrow’s opening of parliament.
Upon an investigation by the NEC and a review of these ballot papers, the Commissioner determined that these ballots were validly cast and should be included in the result for Ubenide constituency. Using his authority granted to him
under Section 90 of the Electoral Act 2016, the Commissioner decided that the
most effective course of action was a full recount of the Ubenide constituency to
ensure that the will of the people of Ubenide is respected. This started at 3:30 pm
26 August and was completed by 11:30pm.
Recount Result:
The recount with the extra six ballots does not affect the outcome of the initial
count – either candidate placings or winning losing candidates.
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The initial margin between the 4th elected candidate and the 5th candidate was
42.243 points. The Recount margin was 40.898.
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The ballots were found
inside this join in the
tables
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They were not visible from
underneath

Clerk of Parliament
explaining to NEC staff
where the ballots were
found

Electoral Commissioner
investigating the location
with Parliament staff
member who found them

Electoral Commissioner
securing the six ballots

The ballots secured next
to the original ballots
ready for recount
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Appendix 3: Temporary Staff
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District
Buada
Buada
Buada
Buada
Buada

Name
Vida Dick
Malison Demaunga
Scotty Lerina
Dedok Clodumar
Joanie Hartman

Designation
Presiding Officer
Election Official
Election Official
Election Official
Election Official

Denig
Denig
Denig
Denig

Wanda Otuafi
Uriah Hiram
Cynthia Hiram
Janna Itsimaera

Presiding Officer
Election Official
Election Official
Election Official

Nibok
Nibok
Nibok
Nibok

Murphy Ribauw
Kori Itsimaera
Sheine Itsimaera
Kay Brechefield

Presiding Officer
Election Official
Election Official
Election Official

Anetan
Anetan
Anetan
Anetan

Rhonda Tatum
Anita Harris
Maryanne Deireragea
Bruneldi Adire

Presiding Officer
Election Official
Election Official
Election Official

Baitsi
Baitsi
Baitsi
Baitsi

Franlene Hiram
Darnel Diema
Sireena Scotty
Jerushka Togoran

Presiding Officer
Election Official
Election Official
Election Official

Ewa
Ewa
Ewa
Ewa

Emmaline Caleb
Aime Namaduk
Desilver Demingauwe
Grace Garabwan

Presiding Officer
Election Official
Election Official
Election Official

Uaboe
Uaboe
Uaboe
Uaboe

Francise Deireragea
Jemma Joram
Mesh’a Denuga
June Engar

Presiding Officer
Election Official
Election Official
Election Official

Yaren
Yaren
Yaren
Yaren
Yaren

Andrew Kaierua
Angel Dowedia
Osanna Jeremiah

Presiding Officer
Election Official
Election Official

Corona Aboubo

Election Official

Boe
Boe
Boe
Boe
Boe

Elvira Hubert
Andromeda Amram
Iruwa DeRoburt
Joshua Scotty
Alexai Starr

Presiding Officer
Election Official
Election Official
Election Official
Election Official

Election Official
Election Official
Election Official

Aiwo
Aiwo
Aiwo
Aiwo
Aiwo
Aiwo
Aiwo
Aiwo

Felicity Canon
Melissa Olsson
Kerina Tatum
Ginettta Gideon
Shalom Aliklik
Angelina Deidenang
Laura Agir
Lisa Deiye

Presiding Officer
Election Official
Election Official
Election Official
Election Official
Election Official
Election Official
Election Official

Anibare
Anibare
Anibare
Anibare

Rachel Gadaroa
Gwein Jose
Dasher Ika
Raelita Daoe

Presiding Officer
Election Official
Election Official
Election Official

Anabar
Anabar
Anabar
Anabar

Zarina Satto
Olympia Harris
Jason Kun
Janna Tebouwa

Presiding Officer
Election Official
Election Official
Election Official

Ijuw
Ijuw
Ijuw
Ijuw

Gad Demaunga
Margo Demingauwe
Wenette Deiye
Jesher Caleb

Presiding Officer
Election Official
Election Official
Election Official

Menen
Menen
Menen
Menen
Menen
Menen
Menen
Menen
Menen
Menen
Menen

Eirie Menke
Dagaban Harris
Simina Capelle
Miniva Harris
Lydia Bop
Mary-Ann Agiangang
Joyce Starr
Angie Harris
Lindsey Dabwido
Helen Dageago
Damasus Ika

Presiding Officer
Election Official
Election Official
Election Official
Election Official
Election Official
Election Official
Election Official
Election Official
Election Official
Election Official

Mobile team 1
Mobile team 1
Mobile team 2
Mobile team 2
Mobile team 3
Mobile team 3

Cindy Pulvera
Rosalyn Kapua
Imelda Denitage
Shorona Cain
Genevie Abouke
Migail Dageago

Presiding Officer
Election Official
Presiding Officer
Election Official
Presiding Officer
Election Official

Reserve
Reserve
Reserve
Reserve

Ruwena Ika
Kaz Cain
Twylite Adam
Itumae Detabene

Election Official
Election Official
Election Official
Election Official
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Connie Thoma
Patience Hiram
Cronisa Baguga
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Boe
Boe
Boe
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Count Officials
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Robert Dabwido
Ramilla Diema
Christina Aiyunge
Livanna Satto
Raymond Akubor
Aime Spanner
Noleen Reiyetsi
Chavannah Dowabobo
Melba Menke
Indira Satto
Bernard Amwano
Zahina Tatum
Adalane Ika
Karisma Jose
Brenda Ribauw
Django Jeremiah
Bridget Rupert
Nerida-Ann Hubert
Solana Akua
Twiggy Phillip
Jacilla Tom
Filipina Gaiyabu
Eglynda Bagadowe
Linus Ika
Lydron Bam
Ruvina Daniel
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Helene Ika
Sharalyn Agigo
Trixi Thoma
Romien Teimetsi
Itumae Detabene
Avenissa Demingauwe
Kaz Cain
Ruwena Ika
Twylite Adam
Paul Joram
Purcella Engar
Angelo Dimapilis
Tirah Jeremiah
Utako Aliklik
Justina Akubor
Wayman Harris
Pricilla Detageowa
Mary Aijunge
Gillian Itsimaera
Natasha Detenamo
Deamo Bagugu
Phaedora Harris
Langar Wharton
Arrora Deiye
Joshua Keppa
Shonadean Dowabobo

